The problem of service availability is analyzed using the model developed in Part I. It is shown that the general service availability problem is undecidable, i.e. there is no single algorithm to determine whether a given service in a given system is available at a given time. In restricted cases, it is shown that the problem is decidable, but is NP-complete. The problem of service availability is then extended to nondeterministic systems. Finally, it is shown that a number of important cases can be studied in a cohesive manner based on our proposed formalism.
INTRODUCTION
This is the second part of a two-part paper on service availability in concurrent systems. In Part I, we developed a formal model of concurrent systems, named HSIP, and used it to state the service availability problem. In this part, we examine the problem in more detail.
As stated in Part I, the service availability problem is 'under what conditions a request for a service leads to the provision of that service, and how such conditions can be satisfied in a timely manner.' The 'service availability' problem, as stated above, can be considered as a unification of a number of quasiisolated problems relevant to concurrent processing such as mutual exclusion, deadlock freedom, starvation freedom, resource allocation, fault-tolerance, quality of service (QoS) and denial of service (DoS). This is because all these problems are rooted in a timely allocation of resources when a number of concurrent processes use the shared limited resources.
In this part, we use the HSIP to provide a formal statement of the service availability problem, and show that it is undecidable in general, i.e. there is no single algorithm to decide the availability of services in all systems. We will also show that under certain conditions, the problem could become decidable.
We attempt to address the problem of service availability in different systems. In doing so, we will show that service availability in 'scrupulous systems without precedence cycles,' is decidable. Moreover, we will show that even for a small subclass of 'scrupulous systems without precedence cycles' the problem is NP-complete. The obvious corollary of this result is that any family of systems which includes the above subclass must have a general decision problem, which is at least as difficult as the NP-complete problems, although specific cases could have easier decision problems.
This part also extends the concept of service availability to nondeterministic systems. The idea is that a nondeterministic system can be represented by a set of deterministic systems, one of which is chosen indeterminately in a system run. Thus, the problem of service availability in a nondeterministic system can be reduced to the problem in deterministic systems. Finally, through some case studies, we will show that a number of important problems such as DoS, mutual exclusion, and QoS in Web services can be addressed cohesively.
SERVICE AVAILABILITY IN DETERMINISTIC SYSTEMS
For ease of reference, we repeat the definition of service availability as it was stated in Part I.
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Assume Sys ¼ (H, T H , C H,T H ) is a system with deterministic C H, T H and x [ X .
The service x is available at t [ T if there is a minimal cover M x such that the request of x at t in the trajectories within M x does not lead to the request of any atomic service frg when r is unavailable or in between the request and provisioning of an atomic service fr 0 g where (r 0 , r) [ N.
THEOREM 2.1 It is undecidable whether a given service of a given system is available at a given time.
Proof. We employ the self-reference method and proof-by-contradiction to prove this theorem. Assume that there is an algorithm D, which decides the availability of a given service s of a given system Sys at a given time t so that the request of D(Sys, s, t) leads to its provision at a time less than þ1 by a Boolean value d ¼ 1 for 's is available at t' and d ¼ 0 for 's is not available at t.' Note that D(Sys, s, t) can be modeled as an HSIP service. In the highest level of abstraction, it can be considered as an atomic service with a content variable containing any possible information for deciding service availability, i.e. the system hierarchy, the system timing, and the system computation model (the content variable d is in the system timing). As D(Sys, s, t) is considered as an atomic service and assumed to be provided in a bounded time, its resource is available during the time interval beginning with the request time for D(Sys, s, t) and lasting for the execution extent of D(Sys, s, t). As it is assumed that the algorithm D(Sys, s, t) exists, its execution leads to a new content state by a new value for the variable d as its decision about service availability.
Consider the system shown in Fig. 1 , in which (r 1 , r 2 ) [N, Th r 1 ¼ Th r 2 ¼ Th r 3 ¼ 1, r r 1 (a r 1 ) ¼ a r 1 2 1, a 0/r 1 ¼ a 0/r 2 ¼ a 0/r 3 ¼ 1 and r 1 , r 2 , r 3 Ó M D . As r 1 , r 2 , r 3 Ó M D , the execution of D(Sys,Strange,0) does not modify the values of a r 1 , a r 2 and a r 3 . Assume that D(Sys,Strange,0) produces d ¼ 1 meaning that the service Strange is available at t ¼ 0. In such a case, the service Yes is executed and results in a r 1 ¼ a r 2 ¼ r r 1 (1) ¼ 1 2 1 ¼ 0. This is because from Definition 4.2 (c) in Part I, for any resource state a and any two resources r and r 0 having nexus relation a /r ¼ a /r 0 . Then, the service s 0 , whose resource r 2 is unavailable, is requested. Therefore, the service Strange is not available at t ¼ 0. Now, assume that D(Sys,Strange,0) produces d ¼ 0 meaning that the service Strange is unavailable at t ¼ 0. In such a case, the service No is requested and provided, which means that the service Strange is available at t ¼ 0. Both assumptions lead to contradiction. This implies that the algorithm D(Sys, s, t) does not exist. A Theorem 2.1 states that an algorithm which can decide the availability of services in all systems, does not exist. This general undecidability does not rule out the possibility of service availability to be decidable in a particular class of systems. In Theorems 2.5 and 2.6, we will introduce the systems for which service availability is decidable.
DEFINITION 2.2 Assume Sys ¼(H, T H , C H,T H
) is a system with deterministic C H,T H . The characteristic system of Sys, denoted by Sys U , is a system identical to Sys except that a 0/r ! Th r and r r (a r ) ¼ a r for all resources in Sys U . Furthermore, for a service x in Sys U and its minimal cover M x , ursj r is a subsequence of urs [ URS(x, t, M x ), called restricted to resource r, which is made from the pairs (t k , tr k ) with tr k [ tr r, M x . 
is a system with deterministic C H, T H and x [ X . The service x is available at t [ T iff in its characteristic system Sys U , there are a minimal cover M x and a non-overlapping urs
Proof. This is immediate. A THEOREM 2.3 Assume Sys ¼ (H, T H , C H,T H ) is a system with deterministic C H,T H , and x [ X . The service x is available at t [T iff there is a minimal cover M x and a urs [ URS(x, t, M x ) in its characteristic system Sys U , and a ps
If the urs is an overlapping utopian request sequence, there exist a pair i, j such that urs(i) ¼ (t i , tr i ) and urs(j) ¼(t j , tr j ), where tr i [ tr r i , M x , tr j [ tr r j , M x , (r i , r j ) [N and t i 2 t j , t r j or t j 2 t i , t r i . Therefore, rs(n(i)) ¼ (t i , tr i ) and rs(n(j)) ¼ (t j , tr j ) and according to part (b) of Definition 4.2 (in Part I) ps(i) ¼ (þ1,tr i ) or ps(j) ¼ (þ1,tr j ). This is a contradiction, and hence the urs is non-overlapping. Again, suppose that there is a resource r for which <f[t i , t i þ t r ] jursj r (i) ¼ (t i , tr)gåAT r . Assume that ursj r (k) ¼ (t k , tr) and FIGURE 1. A system that shows the service availability problem is undecidable.
[t k , t k þ t r ]åAT r . From Axiom 4.3 (in Part I), frg is not available at t k . According to part (a) of Definition 4.2 (in Part I), ps(k) ¼ (þ1,tr), which is a contradiction. Thus, the urs satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2.2 and consequently x is available at t. The proof of converse is immediate.
A By the following theorem, we show that the service availability problem is decidable for a particular class of systems. THEOREM 2.4 For a scrupulous system without precedence cycles, the problem of service availability is decidable with the worst-case complexity of O(jXje jXj ), where jXj is the number of configurations in the system. Proof. Assume that Sys is a scrupulous system without precedence cycles. We wish to find an algorithm for deciding whether a given service s in Sys is available at a time t. According to Definition 4.1 (in Part I), in a scrupulous system, jURS(s, t, M s )j ¼ 1 for any minimal cover M s of s. Consider a minimal cover M s . As there is no precedence cycle in the system, each atomic service is requested at most once in each trajectory of its resource in M s . Therefore, if , where e is Euler's number. According to Theorem 2.3, for deciding the availability of s, one should check whether all requests for atomic services identified by the utopian request sequence lead to the provision of that atomic service in a bounded time. To do so, one should initially check the utopian request sequence to be nonoverlapping by computing the resources having nexus relation with a specific resource and then checking the corresponding request times using Definition 2.3, which is collectively in the order of O(njNj 2 ) where jNj is the cardinality of resource nexus relation, and n is the number of resources. It is evident that njNj 2 jXj 3 . After checking the utopian request sequence to be nonoverlapping, one should check the available amount of the resource of the requested atomic service. This will be in the order of O(jP M s j 2 ). Therefore, the worst-case complexity for decision in the minimal cover M s is of order O(
. As the number of minimal covers is less than jXj, an upper bound of complexity to decide service availability in a scrupulous system without precedence cycles would be in the order of O(jXje jXj ).
A If each service of the system has only one minimal cover, the upper bound of complexity will be in the order of O(e jXj ). Any concurrent system in which access to resources is not controlled by some specific processes, such as the processes using semaphores or tokens, is a scrupulous system. Theorem 2.4 states there are some instances of such systems (the ones without precedence cycles) for which the service availability problem is decidable in an exponential order.
The use of controls such as semaphores may improve service availability, but whose decidability remains at least in exponential order. This is because such systems are modeled as flexile HSIP models, and scrupulous systems are instances of flexile systems in which the relative required time intervals are of length zero. THEOREM 2.5 There exists a subclass of scrupulous systems without precedence cycles for which the service availability problem is NP-complete.
Proof. Consider the following class of scrupulous systems without precedence cycles. For n [ Z !1 , the set of services is partitioned into n þ 2 cells with n cells of atomic services, which are identified by cell i where 1 i n, and two particular cells fsg and fs*g. The service s is at the top of hierarchy and has at most m n configurations, where m is the maximum number of services in a cell. Each configuration has n þ 1 support services, exactly one service from cell i for each 1 i n and particular service s* that is shared among all configurations. All relative required time intervals are of the form [0, 0] (the system is covetous). The resource of each atomic service in cell 1 has resource nexus with the resource of s*. The threshold of availability for all resources is Th r ¼ 1 except for the resource of s* which is Th r* ¼ 2. For a service frg [ cell 1 , r(a r ) ¼ a r þ 1. For all resources, the initial available amount is a 0/r ¼ a 0/r* ¼ 1. An NP algorithm exists, which decides service availability in such a system. We choose a configuration by choosing one service from cell i for each 1 i n that requires O(n) computations, and then checking service availability through that configuration which also requires O(n) computations. Therefore, the service availability problem in the said subclass of scrupulous systems without precedence cycles is NP. Now, we show that the satisfiability problem, which is an NP-complete problem, can be reduced to the service availability problem in this class of systems. Consider a Boolean expression in a conjunctive normal form F ¼ F 1 F 2 . . .F n , where every factor is a sum of literals (a literal is a Boolean variable x or its complement x 0 ). A configuration of our system represents the literals chosen from each factor. For literals
for all 1 i n 2 1. In such a case, (kL 1 , F 1 l, 1, s*) is added to the precedence relation. It is evident that the service is available if the Boolean expression F is 1 and is unavailable if it is 0. Figure 2 shows the reduction for the Boolean expression
As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, it can be easily shown that there is a subclass of scrupulous systems without precedence cycles and only with one minimal cover for each service so that the service availability problem is NP-complete.
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SERVICE AVAILABILITY IN NONDETERMINISTIC SYSTEMS
It may not be possible to definitely predict the availability of a service in a nondeterministic system for the following reasons: nondeterministic transitions among content states, nondeterministic choice of minimal covers, and nondeterministic requests for services. In this section, we apply the HSIP to the treatment of service availability problem in nondeterministic systems. The basic notion is that a nondeterministic system can be modeled as a set of deterministic systems one of which is chosen indeterminately in each run.
Nondeterministic transitions among content states
As stated in Section 3.3 of Part I, there is a function l: R ! P(CS Â CS) that designates a relation on CS for each resource r [ R. The transition is called nondeterministic if l(r) is not certain (i.e. is a relation instead of a function) for some r [ R.
DEFINITION 3.1 Assume l(r) expresses the transitions among content states for resource r. A deterministic content function for r is a function s(r):CS ! CS such that s(r)#l(r). The set of all deterministic content functions for r is denoted by S r . A computational language on l(r), denoted by L r , is an element of S* r , where S* r is the set of all infinite sequences of S r . A computational language for a minimal cover M x , denoted by l, is the set containing exactly one computational language L r for each resource r [M x . The set of all computational languages of M x is denoted by l M x . Different computational languages for a minimal cover may lead to different request and provisioning times for services and configurations. This is the computational nondeterminism we stated at the beginning of this section. Note that there is only one computational language for a minimal cover if the computational model is deterministic. As seen in Definition 3.2, the request times and the provisioning times are similar to the ones defined for a deterministic system except that the transition between content states upon a request of an atomic service is nondeterministic and is subject to the nondeterministic choice of the computational language. Moreover, the m th provision of an atomic service frg with a computational language L r leads to a content state transition identified by L r (m). If the number of service provisionings is limited, we can use finite (truncated) computational languages instead of infinite ones. 
Further, assume r r (a r ) ¼ a r for any resource r [ M s . 
2 ) to the service availability problem in a class of systems defined in Theorem 2.5. The thick lines show a minimal cover through which the service at the top of hierarchy is available or equivalently an assignment of values which evaluates the Boolean expression to True, i.e. x 2 ¼ 1 and
Moreover, a 0/r i ! Th r i for i ¼ 1, 2, a 0/r 3 , Th r 3 , and
The problem is to verify the availability of s at t.
It is readily seen that S r 1 ¼ fs 1 ,s 2 ,s 3 ,s 4 g, where . In other words, s is not available for the four computational languages of M s , and is available for the others. If these computational languages are equi-probable, s is available at t with the probability of 0.75. A
Nondeterministic choice of minimal covers
The existence of several minimal covers for a service in a deterministic system has two meanings. First, there is a process in the system which selects a minimal cover satisfying the availability requirements. In such a case, the said process is hidden because of the abstraction in the system model. Here, the minimal covers of a service are arranged in a totally ordered set, and the service deploys the first one which satisfies the availability requirements. In other words, if the selection process is hidden, we should add a total-order relation on the set of all minimal covers. If no minimal cover meets the availability requirements, the service is not available and will be provided at þ1 without any expenditure or renewal of resources. Second, when these minimal covers are mutually exclusive, with no service in common, the service is executed through these minimal covers simultaneously and is provided as soon as one minimal cover is completed.
Nonetheless, there may be a system in which some services have several minimal covers regardless of the hidden selection process. The latter may lead to indeterminate request times and provisioning times of services and may result in unpredictable service availability. In order to distinguish between these two cases, we explicitly state the case if the minimal covers are chosen indeterminately. To do so, we add the index 'NC' for 'nondeterministic choice' to the system identifier Sys, i.e. Sys NC . EXAMPLE 2 Consider the resource allocation diagram in Fig. 4 , where there are two services s 1 and s 2 that concurrently use the resource R. The resource R consists of three equal parts. The label on an arrow between a service and a resource shows the number of parts used by that service. Any part to which an arrow is terminated will be used accordingly. In the absence of such termination, one part is selected randomly.
Those parts of R used by s 1 may affect the availability of s 2 . As we do not know which part is used, the choice of minimal covers is nondeterministic. We consider three different resources r 1 , r 2 and r 3 , so that s 2 only uses r 3 , while s 1 indeterminately chooses a pair of these three resources. Such a system is shown in Fig. 5 .
As seen in Fig. 5 , there are three different minimal covers
Assume Sys NC is covetous, all resources are available at t, and s is requested at that time. In such a case, s is available through M s
, but is not available through M s (2) or M s (3) . Hence, if these minimal covers are equi-probable, s is available at t with the probability of 1/3. A
Nondeterministic requests for services
As seen, there is a function j: 
0 , the request time for a service may become indeterminate. Such a system is denoted by Sys ¼ (H, T H , C H,T H ) NR , where the index 'NR' indicates that the relative required time intervals are nondeterministic, i.e. they are obtained from a relation instead of a function. . It is also assumed that t r 1 ¼ t r 2 ¼ t, and r(a r ) ¼ a r for any resource r in the system. It is easily seen that this time difference should be T ! maxft c A , t c H , t c C g. Now, suppose that the request for a travel package by a customer of travel site i, i ¼ 1,2, arrives at that site at a time obtained from a uniform probability distribution f t i (t i ) ¼ 1/T i for 0 t i T i . Assume that the 'access user interface' at the travel site i does not accept more than one request during a time interval of length T i . We now analyze service availability in this system.
The model of this system is similar to the one explained above except for its relative required time intervals which are obtained from the following relation is chosen indeterminately based on the probability distribution
The service is available if in the chosen relative required time function v t 1 ,t 2 , we have jt 1 2 t 2 j ! C where C ¼ maxft c A t c H t c C g. Hence, if C minfT 1 , T 2 g, the service is available at t with the probability of
CASE STUDIES
In this section, we employ our proposed formalism to analyze some actual systems. The first case is the SYN attack that is a DoS attack via resource preemption [1] . The second one is Fischer's algorithm for the mutual exclusion problem [2, 3] . The third case is a QoS view of Web services composition [4] . In the first case study, we ascertain the cost function that has been stated as an open problem in Meadows' formalism of the DoS problem in networks [5] . The analysis of Fischer's algorithm shows that HSIP can effectively deal with timing-based solutions to the mutual exclusion problem. The study of the third case shows that our model is in conformity with the idea of service oriented computing (SOC) [6] , and resolves the shortcomings of a number of existing approaches to the Web services composition.
DoS through resource preemption: the SYN attack
A TCP connection is established through a three-way handshake. Initially, a client requests a TCP connection by sending a SYN packet to the server. The server replies with an acknowledgement and allocates a portion of a limited buffer for storing the information on the half-open connections. Finally, the client responds to the server's acknowledgement with an acknowledgement. The server releases the allocated portion of the buffer if the client's acknowledgement is received or a specific predefined time period (starting at the time a SYN is received) is elapsed. In the SYN attack, an adversary repeatedly sends SYN packets and leaves the server's acknowledgements unanswered. Therefore, the buffer is depleted and the server cannot reply to further requests for additional TCP connections. We use the following Page 6 of 20 FALLAH AND SHARAFAT parameters in modeling the establishment of a TCP connection. The size of the buffer is km bytes, the allocated portion of buffer is m bytes for each connection, and the server waits up to T o seconds for the client's acknowledgement. In establishing a TCP connection, two services are executed concurrently: the client for producing the SYN and the client's acknowledgement, and the server for allocating the buffer, releasing the buffer and producing the server's acknowledgement. A client may choose to act as a normal user, an adversary or sporadically as a normal user or an adversary. When a client acts as a normal user, it will respond to the server's acknowledgement as soon as it receives it, but an adversary will disregard it. In the client's model, we use strategy as a service which identifies the client's choice in activating different modes of actions. Moreover, as the allocated portion of the buffer is released, if the client's acknowledgement does not reach the server during the said time interval, we assume an adversary sends the client's acknowledgement at the end of this time interval, as the server releases the buffer whenever an acknowledgement is received.
The HSIP model of the TCP connection establishment (TCPCE) is shown in Fig. 6 . As seen, there are n services client i , 1 i n, where n is the maximum number of requests in a time interval of length T 0 . These services are executed concurrently and represent the requests produced by one or more clients. Moreover, the server repeatedly checks the incoming packets and acts accordingly. The system timing and the computation model of TCPCE are specified in Table 1 .
We analyze the availability of TCPCE in three client modes: as a normal user, as an adversary or sporadically as a normal user or an adversary. The system model for these modes is the same except for their l functions. Moreover, the trajectories of resources are as follows. When a client acts as a normal user, the only utopian request sequence is a sequence on the set f(t þ t i , tr i1 ),
is assumed that b % 0 in the sense that the server almost continuously waits for packets. Further, suppose t i , t iþ1 for 1 i n 2 1. From Theorem 2.3, we note that TCPCE is available at t iff 8t
For an adversary, the same argument holds except that parameter a is replaced by T 0 . Hence, TCPCE is available if k ! n, i.e. TCPCE service is available if the size of the buffer is ! m multiplied by the number of requests during a time period of length T 0 . If a client sporadically acts as a normal user or as an adversary, the system is nondeterministic, where l c i1 ¼ fðð j 1 ; . . . ; j i ; . . . ; j n ; pÞ; ð j 1 ; . . . ; 0; . . . ; j n ; pÞÞ; ðð j 1 ; . . . ; j i ; . . . ; j n ; pÞ; ð j 1 ; . . . ; 1; . . . ; j n ; pÞÞjj 1 ; . . . ; j n [ f0; 1gg for 1 i n. Therefore, S c i1 ¼ fs i1 , s i2 g, where s i1 ¼ fðð j 1 ; . . . ; j i ; . . . ; j n ; pÞ; ð j 1 ; . . . ; 0; . . . ; j n ; pÞÞjj 1 ; . . . ; j n [ f0; 1gg; and s i2 ¼ fðð j 1 ; . . . ; j i ; . . . ; j n ; pÞ; ðj 1 ; . . . ; 1; . . . ; j n ; pÞÞjj 1 ; . . . ; j n [ f0; 1gg:
As any strategy i service is provided once, we can use truncated computational languages of length one. Hence, l M TCPCE has 2 n computational languages of the form l j ¼ fs il i j1 i n, l i ¼ 1 or l i ¼ 2g where 1 j 2 n . As indicated in Definition 3.3, TCPCE is available at t if it is available at t with respect to any l j where 1 j 2 n . As seen, when a client acts in a problematic manner, for TCPCE to be available, a buffer size of nm is required, where n is the number of requests during a time interval of length T 0 . As n can have a large value, especially in distributed attacks, fulfilling such a requirement is not possible, and other solutions are needed. A proposed solution to this problem is the client-puzzle approach [7, 8] , which has been formalized and generalized by Meadows as the cost-based approach for defending against DoS [5] , and recently has been analyzed using game theory [9, 10] . Meadows' approach is based on the costs to the attacker and to the server, while the game-theoretic analysis uses the payoff functions. The cost and payoff functions are abstract notions, which are ascertained by the HSIP. It is worth noting that a number of other solutions to the SYN attack, e.g. SYN cookies, have been suggested and used in ) ¼ a c In the client-puzzle approach, before any resource is consumed, the server first generates a puzzle and sends it to the client who should send the solution back to the server. The server allocates the buffer, only if the client's response is correct. The client's possible strategies are: (i) sending a request and quitting the protocol, (ii) sending a request and replying the puzzle with a random (incorrect) sequence of bits, and (iii) solving the puzzle and sending the solution to the server. The server may produce puzzles with different levels of complexity. If the complexity level is too low, the puzzle is ineffective. If the complexity is too high, the client may choose to repeatedly send incorrect answers to the server, in which case the server will be involved in continuous and useless verification that may lead to the preemption of resources used for verification. Here, we consider only two levels of complexity: low and high.
The HSIP model of TCPCE through the client-puzzle approach, denoted by TCPCE-CP, consists of services client-server i , 1 i n, that are executed concurrently. The parameter n is the number of requests for TCPCE during a time interval of length T 0 . In each client -server combination, the service strategy i determines the strategies adopted by the client and the server, which are identified by the variables f i [ f0,1g and j i [ f0, 1, 2g determined by the execution of strategy i . Each client -server has six possibilities as explained in Table 2 . The HSIP model of client-server i is shown in Fig. 7 . The service TCPCE-CP is shown in Fig. 8 .
In Fig. 7 , the services without the index i are shared among different client -servers, while the ones with index i are not. This models the possibility of a resource shortage in the execution of TCPCE-CP. In order to analyze the availability of TCPCE-CP, we assume that a shortage of server's resources results in the unavailability of TCPCE-CP, while a shortage of client's resources does not. The relative required time intervals are
allocÞ ¼ ½0; 0; jðc; client-server i Þ ¼ ½t i ; t i ; and jðc i ; relsÞ ¼ ½T 0 ; T 0 where n L , n H . n, t c 6 , t c 7 and t c 8 , t c 9 . The execution extents are assumed to be
where t i , t iþ1 and t iþ1 2 t i ¼ g for 1 i n 2 1. Moreover, r(a r ) ¼ a r for r Ó fc 10 We assume n is very large (i.e. the client is an adversary.) We also assume Pr(
. Therefore, the average number of client -servers with strategy (u, v) is nP uv during each time interval of length T 0 . Furthermore, the elements of a utopian request sequence imposed by the client-server i depends on the strategy chosen by that client -server. Table 3 shows these elements when a clientserver chooses a specific strategy.
As services ver L and ver H should be available at a time during a time interval of length T 0 starting at the time they are requested, and all requests for these services are made during a time interval of length T 0 , all these requests should be provided during a time interval of length 2T 0 . Whenever these services are provided and the puzzle has been solved correctly (the strategies for (0, 2) and (1, 2)), the buffer is allocated and then released after T 0 . During this period, ver L is requested nP 01 times by those client -servers with strategy (0, 1), and (T 0 /t c 6 ) . (P 02 /(P 02 þ P 12 )) times by those with strategy (0, 2). The latter is because the client solves no more than T 0 /t c 6 low-complexity puzzles, plus a number of high-complexity puzzles. A similar argument holds for the number of ver H requests. Hence, the service TCPCE-CP is The server produces a puzzle with low complexity. The client makes a request and replies to the puzzle with a random sequence of bits. (0, 2)
The server produces a puzzle with low complexity. The client makes a request and solves the puzzle. (1, 0) The server produces a puzzle with high complexity. The client makes a request and then quits. (1, 1) The server produces a puzzle with high complexity. The client makes a request and replies to the puzzle with a random sequence of bits. (1, 2) The server produces a puzzle with high complexity. The client makes a request and solves the puzzle.
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available if the following two criteria hold simultaneously
t c 9 2T 0 ; and
The server can choose its strategy with different probabilities, i.e. it can adjust the probability Pr(f i ¼ u) ¼ p u which affects the value of P uv . Furthermore, it can choose the complexity of the puzzles, i.e. the values of t c 6 and t c 7 . Assume that the values Pr( 
The server can choose the values t c 6 , h and p 0 to guarantee the availability of TCPCE-CP.
As seen, our proposed method discovers realistic and sensitive cost functions needed for designing the puzzles, which was stated as an open problem by Meadows [5] . 
Elements of a utopian request sequence for client-server i
The model of the TCPCE in the client puzzle approach.
Mutual exclusion: Fischer's algorithm
Mutual exclusion algorithms are employed in concurrent programming to avoid simultaneous use of resources by pieces of computer code called critical sections. Figure 9 shows a fragment of Fischer's mutual exclusion algorithm, the MUTEX, in the simple concurrent programming language (SPL) [11] . This algorithm functions properly if the processes P 1 and P 2 are not at their critical sections simultaneously. As seen, each of the processes can progress to its second location (l 1 or m 1 , respectively) only when x ¼ 0. Then, process P i sets x to i ¼ 1, 2. It delays the execution of the next statement which is 'skip' for one instruction time. The next statement checks whether x still equals i, and if it does, the process proceeds to its critical section. Note that in some executions, P 1 may set x to 1 at l 1 , but find out that its value is 2 at l 3 , because P 2 has set x to 2.
The HSIP model of the MUTEX is shown in Fig. 10 . A service s* models the 'critical' stated in the algorithm. The mutual exclusion of the processes P 1 and P 2 can be stated as the availability of MUTEX at any time. The services s 11 A similar argument holds for t 2 t 1 , 2t 2 , 2t 2 t 1 , 3t 2 , 3t 2 t 1 , 4t 2 and 4t 2 t 1 . Hence, the MUTEX will be available if maxft 1 ,t 2 g ! 2 minft 1 ,t 2 g.
QoS in web services composition
In the paradigm of SOC [6] , a software is considered as a service that may be delivered to clients or other services over the network. In order to bring functionality into a SOC environment, the properties of services must clearly be defined, which include functional and non-functional (QoS) characteristics of a service. Therefore, in the SOC, the following three entities are considered: description, discovery and communication.
A unit of functionality in this framework is a Web service, a software application that provides a set of typed connections, and can be accessed over the Web using standard protocols. Web services use the Web Services Description Language for description, the Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) for discovery, and the Simple Object Access Protocol for communication [12] .
Once software applications are available as services, a composite service can be created through accessing a set of services. For example, a book-trading composite service may access the authentication, the search in database, and the delivery services, which are located in different servers. These composed services transact with one another through appropriate messages. As the number of available Web service providers expands, redundancy will become prevalent with many service providers offering the same or similar services. Thus, from the client's point of view, there may be several compositions of Web services to achieve the same goal. The problem of Web services composition is how to combine different Web services to best meet the functional and QoS requirements.
There are several approaches to the Web services composition, but QoS requirements can be barely incorporated into those approaches [4] . We show that the HSIP can be employed as a framework for Web services composition through which the QoS concerns can be easily considered. An underlying assumption is that the clients can obtain QoS measures of different Web services through some extended discovery protocols such as UDDIe [13] , Matchmaking Engines [14] and automatic measurement of QoS metrics [15] .
The elements of the IBM's Web Service Flow Language (WSFL), a language for Web services composition, can be mapped into the elements of HSIP. In brief, (i) a business process is similar to the process which leads to the provision of the service at the top of a hierarchy, (ii) an activity corresponds to an action which leads to the provision of a service in a hierarchy, (iii) precedence between services, which may be conditional, are identified by the conditional precedence relations in HSIP, and (iv) different composition scenarios [16] , such as parallel invocation, sequential activation and synchronized activation can effectively be stated through different configurations and support services in HSIP. The WSFL does not provide a formal model through which the QoS concerns can be incorporated into the Web services composition in a systematic manner, which is achieved by the HSIP in a straightforward manner. Now we explain how different scenarios of Web services composition, as stated in WSFL, can be modeled in HSIP. Table 4 provides a list of existing composition scenarios, their meanings and the corresponding HSIP models. The complex scenarios can be obtained by combining the basic constructs of Table 4 . The HSIP equivalents of these basic constructs are shown in Fig. 11 .
As an example, consider the Web service of Train-Schedule (TS) which provides the train schedule from one location to the other. The Web service Find-Route, denoted by FR, takes as input two names provided by a requester. Then, it simultaneously sends the pair of names to two Address-Book Web services which are denoted by AB1 and AB2. The service AB1 provides the pair of addresses corresponding to the names, while AB2 takes the pair of names and sends it to two other Address-Book services, AB21 and AB22, probabilistically. The probabilities associated with AB21 and AB22 are p and q, respectively, where p þ q ¼ 1. The Web service Schedule, denoted by SC, is activated as soon as one of the services AB1, AB21 or AB22 is completed. The service SC takes the pair of addresses and returns the train schedule to the requester. Figure 12 shows the HSIP model of this example.
As seen in Fig. 12 , the service TS has two minimal covers, one with configuration c 1 and the other with c 2 . The system is nondeterministic and the minimal covers are chosen probabilistically. The probability of choosing these minimal covers are p and q, respectively. Now, consider the composition statement in the HSIP model. The Web service TS requires sequential execution of two services, FR and s 0 , where FR precedes s 0 . The service s 0 requires concurrent execution of two services s 00 and s 000 . The service s 00 requires sequential execution of two services AB1 and SC, and so on. Thus, the HSIP enables us to define the composition scenarios based on a number of bundled services (molecules), instead of the Web services themselves. This facilitates reuse procedure in developing high-level applications. In other words, instead of determining the Web services which can be reused in an application, one can specify the reusable bundles of services. For example, s 000 can be reused in an application. Note that the composite service is the service at the top of the hierarchy, while all the Web services involved in the composition are the atomic ones. Now, we show how QoS requirements can be incorporated into the HSIP. An extended discovery protocol such as the UDDIe provides different QoS measures of a Web service. We focus on availability, throughput and response time [17] . In the QoS context, availability is the percentage of time that a requested service is provided. Throughput is the rate at which service requests can be processed. Response time is the time it takes to respond to a request. We denote availability, throughput and response time of a service s by a s , b s and g s , respectively.
In order to compute the QoS measures of composite services, we use the QoS measures of the building compositions (molecules) in Table 5 . In the fastest-predecessor-triggered activation, we associate a probability to any predecessor of the fastest-predecessor-triggered service that is the probability Page 12 of 20 FALLAH AND SHARAFAT of being completed before other predecessors. This probability is computed based on the statistics of the Web services executed before completion of the predecessor, for example, based on the rate of requests for those services and their average execution times which are obtained from an extended discovery protocol. Then, we obtain an operating scenario by maintaining a predecessor and eliminating the part of the hierarchy terminating at other predecessors. Note that the part of the hierarchy that is common between the maintained predecessor and the other ones is not omitted. Finally, a QoS measure of the given fastest-predecessor-triggered composition is the sum of the probability of any operating scenario multiplied by the corresponding QoS measure in that operating scenario. For other types of compositions, the QoS measures are directly computed based on the measures in Table 5 . Note that the probabilities seen in Table 5 are not the ones of operating scenarios discussed above, but they reflect probabilistic precedence between services as a result of nondeterministic transitions between content states, or nondeterministic choice of minimal covers in an HSIP model. For example, the probability p of the precedence from s 1 to s 2 in second row of Table 5 means that s 1 precedes s 2 with probability p. Now, we return to the main problem: how the QoS requirements can be incorporated into Web services composition in a systematic manner. We reconsider the composition statement of the HSIP model in Fig. 12 . The atomic service FR precedes other atomic services in the sense that it should be completed before the execution of any other atomic service. Now, AB1 precedes SC, AB2 precedes AB21 and AB22, and AB21 and AB22 both precede SC. These precedence relation is antisymmetric on A ¼ fFR, AB1, AB2, AB21, AB22, SCg, the set of composed Web services. This relation specifies the functional requirements of the composition. There may be several HSIP models, with different QoS measures, which satisfy these functional requirements. Thus, the problem of Web service composition is reduced to the identification of an HSIP model which provides the best QoS measures for the service at the top of the hierarchy.
In formal terms, for a given Web service s, there is a set of anti-symmetric relations, denoted by FRQ(s), each element of which is associated with a set one-predecessor-triggered (OPT). An OPT identifies the services that are invoked when one of their predecessors is completed. Each element of FRQ(s) specifies the functional requirements of the composition. In our TS example, we have The Web service s precedes another service s 0 with one configuration c whose supporting services are the successors of the given Web service. The precedence relation on the supporting services of c is empty (Fig. 11a) .
Sequential activation
The paths that lead to the Web service are mutually exclusive. As one of them completes, the service is activated (starts).
There is a configuration whose number of supporting services is equal to the number of paths leading to the given Web service. Each supporting service has one configuration whose supporting services are the given Web service as well as the services in the corresponding path. A service in a path precedes the next service in that path. The last service in each path precedes the given Web service and disables the precedence by other paths (Fig. 11b) .
Fastest-predecessor-triggered activation
The first predecessor to complete activates a Web service.
Similar to sequential activation but with one service in each path.
Synchronized activation ( join)
A Web service is activated only when all of its predecessor Web services are completed.
Any predecessor Web service precedes the given Web service (either models in Fig. 11c ).
Probabilistic invocation
Only one of the successor services of a Web service is invoked with a given probability.
Nondeterministic choice of minimal covers. The given Web service precedes a service with several configurations. Each configuration has only one support, the successor Web service. The probability distribution is computed based on the given probabilities (Fig. 11d) .
ANALYSIS AND CASE STUDIES USING HSIP 
If a service is in the set OPT, it is invoked as soon as one of its predecessors is completed. Otherwise, it is invoked when all its predecessors are completed. The implementation of a service in OPT can be in either form: the fastest-predecessor-triggered or the probabilistic invocation of its predecessors.
By knowing a functional requirement (R, OPT) [ FRQ(s), one can extract possible HSIP models of the A chain on A is a sequence of services which begins by a minimal and terminates at a maximal of A, and for any two consecutive elements a and a 0 , (a, a 0 ) [ R . By merging two or more HSIP configurations, we mean that all those configurations are replaced by a new one whose support set is the union of the support sets of those configurations. It is also assumed that (i) the predecessors of the same service do not precede one another, and (ii) two or more services can be invoked probabilistically if, in the given functional requirement, they have only one predecessor and it is the same for all those services. Step , g j x , x) are set in such a way that only the precedence between the fastest predecessor and x is applicable (Fig.  11b) . If x Ó OPT and it has more than one predecessor, the precedence relations are set in such a way that only the precedence between the slowest predecessor and x is applicable (Fig. 11c) . Otherwise, the precedence relations are in the form of (s x , 1, x). The maximals processed in this step are collected in the set P. Moreover, PRC ¼ PRC < NPRC, where NPRC contains the precedence relations created in this step. 
step are collected in the set Q. Moreover, SVC ¼ SVC < Q. Step 9. Consider a common configuration c* over those services in SVC which has not been associated with any configuration, these services are collected in the set Q 0 . Finally, consider the desired service s* over c*. In other words, CFG ¼ fc*g < CFG, SVC ¼ SVC < fs*g, and SUP ¼ SUP < f(c*, s)js [ Q 0 g. Figure 13a shows the HSIP platform obtained from applying Algorithm 4.1 to the functional requirement (R 5 , OPT 5 ) of the composite TS described above. Algorithm 4.2 takes an HSIP platform and returns all possible HSIP models of the compositions implementing the given functional requirement. Indeed, it finds all possible mergers of services in the platform. By merging two services s 1 and s 2 , we mean that they are replaced by a new service ŝ ¼ s 1 < s 2 , i.e. the union of configurations in s 1 and s 2 . Moreover, any service having precedence relation with s 1 or s 2 will have that relation with ŝ as well. 
Cell im , where n i is the number of cells with more than one element in Part i and Cell im is such a cell.
Step 3.1. Choose (e 11 , e 12 , . . ., e 1n 1 , . . ., e k1 , e k2 , . . ., e kn k ) [ CELL, omit e ij and its descendants from the platform (descendants of a service are recursively defined as the configuration of a service and the support services of a configuration except for the one that is the support service for some other configuration in the platform and its configuration has a support in the set OPT. Now, we concentrate on the QoS measures in the HSIP models obtained from Algorithm 4.2. In doing so, we focus on OPT services. Consider the HSIP model in Fig. 13a . The service SC is OPT with predecessors AB1, AB21 and AB22. We associate probabilities p 1 , p 2 and p 3 to the corresponding precedence relations, where p 1 þ p 2 þ p 3 ¼ 1. This means that AB1 is completed before AB21 and AB22 with probability p 1 . The same is true for p 2 and p 3 . In each case, we will have an operating scenario, which is obtained by omitting the part of the given HSIP model that only contains the non-fastest precedence. If AB1 is the fastest predecessor, the hierarchy of s 0 4 except for SC is omitted. If AB21 is the fastest predecessor, the hierarchies of s 0 1 and s 0 3 except for SC are omitted. Therefore, the QoS measures of Fig. 13a are as follows.
In Fig. 13b , the minimal covers containing c 1 and c 4 are chosen probabilistically with probabilities p and q, where p þ q ¼ 1. The QoS measures are the weighted sums of the measures in these minimal covers. If we associate p 1 and p 2 00 are the probabilities associated to the pair AB1 and AB21, p 1 000 and p 3 000 are the probabilities associated to the pair AB1 and AB22 and p 0 and q 0 are the probabilities of choosing the minimal covers containing c 2 and c 3 , respectively. Finally, the QoS measures of Fig. 13d 
þ q 00 ðg AB2 þ ð p 000 g AB21 þ q 000 g AB22 ÞÞ;
where p 00 and q 00 are the probabilities of choosing minimal covers containing c 1 and c 4 , and p 000 and q 000 are the probabilities of choosing the minimal covers containing c 2 and c 3 .
A provider chooses a composition scenario which meets the QoS measures determined in the Service Level Agreement (SLA). There may be different compositions satisfying a given SLA, but with different costs of implementation in terms of the average number of Web services invoked in the composition. For example, in Fig. 13a all Web services (atomic services in the hierarchy) are invoked exactly once, while, in Fig. 13b , the Web services AB2, AB21, AB22 and AB1 are invoked probabilistically. Therefore, the average number of Web services invoked in Fig. 13b is less than the one in Fig. 13a , and consequently, the composition Fig. 13b is preferred to Fig. 13a . Using the model developed in this paper, possible compositions for a given SLA can be obtained automatically. In our TS example, a developer can adjust p, p 0 , p 00 and p 000 to ascertain the composition satisfying a given SLA. Note that other parameters are fixed and obtained from an extended discovery protocol.
Assume that the QoS parameters of the Web services in Fig. 13 are the ones in Table 6 . Figure 14 shows the QoS measures of TS corresponding to possible composition scenarios in Figs. 13a -d . These measures are the weighted sums of the form 0.5â TS þ 0.25b TS þ 0.25ĝ TS , where â , b and ĝ are the normalized QoS measures. It is also assumed that p 1 ffi P 1 /(P 1 þ P 2 þ P 3 ), p 2 ffi P 2 /(P 1 þ P 2 þ P 3 ), p 3 ffi P 3 / (P 1 þ P 2 þ P 3 ), 
As seen in Fig. 14 , if the desired QoS measure in a given SLA is 0.65, any of the four compositions in Fig. 13 can be used (appropriate values of P(c 1 ) and P(c 2 ) preserve the QoS measure of 0.65). However, the compositions in Figs. 13b-d invoke services probabilistically, and therefore, impose less cost when compared with the one in Fig. 13a . Thus, in providing the TS service with the QoS measure of 0.65, the compositions in Figs. 13b -d are preferred to Fig. 13a .
CONCLUSION
We have stated and analyzed the problem of service availability in concurrent systems, and showed that the service availability problem is undecidable in general. We have also shown that under certain conditions, the problem is decidable and NP-complete. Furthermore, we have extended our treatment of the service availability problem to nondeterministic systems.
Through some case studies, we have shown that the HSIP is useful in the study of a number of actual systems. In particular, in the case of DoS attacks, our study has led to a method for finding the cost functions, and in the Web service composition, we have proposed a new approach to composing scenarios through which the QoS issues can be analyzed quantitatively in a straightforward manner. What remains to be done is the development of a model checker, based on the HSIP, for automatic reasoning about service availability. There may be two different approaches in developing a model checker based on HSIP. First, providing requirement specifications based on the elements of HSIP models, for example, the resources and atomic services, using a language such as Duration Calculus (as done in Example 4 in Part I) and then checking the refinements of those specifications by the HSIP model of the system. In this approach, the relations among the components of an HSIP model, as it has been developed in this paper, can be deployed to check the refinement. Second, providing requirement specifications using the HSIP elements themselves, for example, based on the desired utopian request sequences or more generally based on the desired sequences of requests for atomic services (as done in Definition 4.3 of Part I and Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 in this paper), and then checking the system against those requirements. This is similar to the approach employed in FDR as a model checker for CSP specifications. For this purpose, some other concepts should also be considered in HSIP formalism, such as refinement and bisimilarity between two HSIP models. In this sense, HSIP formalism would be compositional if all models in a refinement chain satisfy the requirement specifications. Although using a general-purpose model checker such as the checker of Duration Calculus specifications is possible, we prefer the second approach as the HSIP formalism contains most of the elements needed to specify the requirements for service availability. In this approach, the checker accepts two HSIP models, one for the requirements and the other for the implemented system, and then checks whether the implemented model refines the requirements model. Fig. 13d is a two-variable function of p 00 ¼ P(c 1 ) and p 000 ¼ P(c 2 ). The QoS measure in Fig. 13a is constant, and in Fig. 13b and c is a one-variable function of p ¼ P(c 1 ), and p 0 ¼ P(c 2 ), respectively, but they are shown as two variable functions to facilitate the comparison. On each one of the four planes (grey surfaces), there is at least one point whose QoS measure is !0.65.
